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START 

Curtain falls on packaging all-electric cascade challenge 

Responding to market demands for higher production output in injection moulding facilities, 

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag has resolved one of the key challenges in the production of high volume, 

low value packaging components, and how these caps, closures and seals cascade from multi-

cavity moulds on all-electric machines. The company’s new ejector technology addresses the issue 

of plastic parts bouncing around, giving manufacturers the cycle time, speed, precision and 

repeatability of a hydraulic system currently favoured in mass-production environments. 

As well as lowering energy consumption, all-electric machines are usually regarded as the high 

precision choice for any manufacturer producing mass packaging components, such as bottle caps 

and closures. Until now, there was one snag; getting the components off the mould as efficiently as 

possible. Now Sumitomo (SHI) Demag has developed the ejector technology to overcome this 

hurdle. 

With a hydraulic system, plastic parts flow out of the mould in a cascade-like waterfall. In all-electric 

machines, this constant stream is often difficult to replicate, due to the difference in how the ejector 

accelerates/decelerates. Components don’t come off the mould at the same time and the fast 

ejection can cause them to randomly bounce about. The upshot being, components may ricochet 

into the opposite mould face and ‘tumble’ out of the mould, and this can delay the mould closing.  

“This can cause a real production bottleneck,” highlights Dave Raine, Technical Sales Manager. 

“When producing essential yet disposable parts, commonplace in packaging where mass production 

is critical, the equation is simple - the faster the machine pushes out quality components, the more 

likely you are to turn a profit. Speed is one of the main market demands in packaging. It’s getting 

faster and faster and we are seeing increased demand for applications with 96 cavities and cycle 

times of under five seconds. Although many are highly-engineered components, the margins are so 

low, you need to produce high volumes to turn a profit. Quite literally, every second contributes 

towards profitability.”  With this latest ejector development, customers can continue to opt for an 

all-electric system and maintain higher efficiency, without compromising on speed, product quality 

or machine performance. 

How the ejector mechanism works 

Sumitomo (SHI) Demag has developed a new ejector and mould control algorithm, which 

synchronises the ejector forward speed with the mould open speed. This means that the point of 

ejection is effectively stationary. In other words, the ejector forward speed is exactly equal to mould 

open speed, allowing the parts to be ejected without any inherent momentum.  “With our new 

ejector innovation this task can be performed with minimal input from a machine setter or 

technician,” comments Dave who emphasises that adjusting the speed manually was previously a 

highly-skilled process.   
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The result is that the components appear to be suspended in mid-air for a split second before 

flowing, like a falling curtain, in a central line out of the mould space.  

All-electric machines, like Sumitomo (SHI) Demag’s IntElect range, are proving to be popular in mass 

production packaging environments, observes Dave. Direct drive machines offer major 

improvements in efficiency, including a reduction of up to 75% in energy usage during operation and 

improved repeatability and cycle times. These newest systems also capture waste energy and 

convert that into electrical power for use elsewhere, which Dave likens to the F1 concept of a Kinetic 

Energy Recovery System (KERS).  

Another factor behind the switch to all-electric systems is the return on investment. Five years ago 

ROI for these machines was around eight years. The latest figures compiled by Sumitomo (SHI) 

Demag reveal that this ROI has decreased to three years. The main drivers for this change has been 

the continued increase in energy costs, increased productivity and quality and a better 

understanding of the higher machine availability. Compared to the equivalent hydraulic, these all-

electric machines deliver an increased output of between 3-4%. When based on a typical 6-second 

cycle time and 24/5 operation, this equates to an additional 144,000 cycles per annum.  
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Notes to the editor 

Press release issued for Sumitomo (SHI) Demag by: 
 
Emma Scott, GloHouse Media Sarah Willington, GloHouse Media 

 

Image 1:  How high volumes, low value 
packaging components are released 
from the mould has long been a 
bottleneck in electric systems 
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Sumitomo (SHI) Demag Plastics Machinery UK Ltd. is a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of Demag Plastics 
Group in Schwaig, Germany, established in 1956. Demag Plastics Group specialises in engineering injection 
moulding machines with clamping forces between 250 kN and 20,000 kN. Used by many thousand injection 
moulders all over the world, Demag Technology produces plastic parts made from thermoplastic, elastomer 
and thermoset materials for a wide variety of end user industries. These include automotive, IT, packaging, 
electric/electronic, medical and pharmaceutical, building products and leisure. Currently, Sumitomo (SHI) 
Demag UK services more than 4,000 injection moulding machines in the UK and Ireland and has approximately 
200 customers (Proctor & Gamble, Philips Avent, GCS Group and Hozelock are some of the most well-known).  
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